Why Choose
Wickes?
At Wickes, we believe choosing your new kitchen should be
exciting and effortless. As well as our inspirational range of
Stocked Kitchens, we also offer a great choice of appliances
and accessories, meaning your new kitchen really is ready
for you to bring home today.

8 Ranges
We know how important style and functionality are in your
home, and with our range of 8 Stocked Kitchens we’re sure
we’ve got something for everyone.

Great Value & Affordability
Starting from as little as £429 for an eight unit kitchen*, our
Stocked Kitchens are within reach of almost any budget.

Ease of Shop
We’ve created a step-by-step process to help you to Plan,
Choose, and Pick your new kitchen, and clearly colour-coded
everything to make sure that choosing your kitchen is easy.
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easy as

Plan, Choose,
Pick
*8 unit example consists of 3 x 1000mm base units, 1 x 600mm under counter oven housing unit, 1 x 500mm drawer unit, 2 x 1000mm wall units and 1 x 500mm wall unit.

Plan

What to consider when
designing your ideal kitchen

First things first, plan your
kitchen layout

A

STORAGE
The fridge and
food cupboards

B

PREPARATION
The sink and main
worktop area

Shown here are some typical types of layout to illustrate this,
which we have referenced throughout the brochure to help
you when thinking about what layout will work in your
new kitchen.

Position the Sink
Choose the style you prefer (e.g. single
or 1½ bowl), left or right handed, in your
preferred location.

Position your Storage Capacity
Ideally centred around the fridge, near
the door for convenience, and not too
close to your cooker!

325mm

25mm

625mm
600mm

Wall Corner

625mm
325mm

600mm Corner
Wall Unit

300mm

625mm

25mm

125mm
625mm

Single Line Kitchen

B

300mm

325mm

500mm

625mm

25mm

C

The ‘work triangle’ is the path between the three most used
points in your kitchen; Storage, Preparation and Cooking.
You will probably move between these three points several
times when preparing just one meal, so it’s a good idea
to make sure this is considered.

Position your Oven, Hob & Cooker Hood
Think ‘safety’ and plan from the corner
outwards. Leave plenty of space
for pan
625mm
handles and open doors.
300mm

er g
rn in
Coann
Pl

An important step in
designing your kitchen
is to plan around the
‘work triangle’.

C

COOKING
The oven and
main hob

Measure your Room
On an A4 grid, outline your kitchen and add
details of your wall widths at floor, worktop
and unit height.

600mm

A

1125mm
1000mm
625mm

L-Shaped Kitchen

600mm

Base Corner

C

1000mm Corner
Base Unit

625mm

625mm

B

A

Base Corner
925mm
L Shape
500mm
Corner Unit
925mm

500mm

125mm
125mm

U-Shaped Kitchen

Kitchen with Island

B
A

A

B

Galley Kitchen

C

B

C

1125mm
1125mm
1000mm

C

1000mm

925mm

A
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925mm

Choose
your look
We have eight ranges to choose from, each offering a completely different look
for your new kitchen. Whatever your preference, we’re sure we’ve got the
perfect kitchen to suit your style.

6 Choose Your Look

Cherry Block

Dapple Slate

Black Matt

Blocked Oak

Black Slate

Noisetier Wood Effect

Caribbean

Tulsa

Ohio
Madison White

Available with matching Colorfill and fixings
See page 34 for more details

Our worktops are available
in store to take away or to
order online.

Madison Cream

Oakmont
Orlando Cream

Orlando White

Dakota

Choose your doors

Choose
your worktop

Now that you’ve
chosen your look
Choose Your Look 7

Pick
your items

Matching end panels *

Additional furniture
We’ve colour coded everything so you can
choose the right products to bring
home today.

Pick your Base and Wall units, cornices, light rails and plinths.
Everything is colour coded to help you choose the right boxes in-store.

Wall Units

Base Units

B

Larder
3 boxes:
600mm
Door A
Door B

3 Drawers

Corner

Oven base

1 Door

Corner

Bridging

300mm

300mm

1000mm

600mm

300mm

600mm

600mm

400mm

500mm

400mm

500mm

500mm

600mm

600mm

2 Door
1000mm

L Corner
925mm

All base and wall units
come with handles

2 Door
1000mm

Z

Base End

Tall End

Decor X

Decor Y

Decor Z

Large pan drawer unit

C

D

B

C

A

B

Single Oven

Double Oven

Fridge

4 boxes:

4 boxes:

3 boxes:

600mm

600mm

600mm

Door B

Door C

Door A

Door C

Door D

Door B

Infill

Infill

Wine rack
1 Door

Y

Wall End

Tall larder & appliance units
A

Select base and wall units

X

2 boxes:
900mm
Drawers

Appliance doors

900mm

150mm

1319mm high

731mm high

Door A

Door B

584mm high

437mm high

Door C

Door D

You don’t need end
panels for Dakota
Don’t forget to pick up
your handles for all
additional furniture

8 Pick Your Items

Pick Your Items 9

Pick up your
worktop

Fine-tune
your kitchen

Our worktops are
located in the building
materials area
 e can deliver everything if you don’t
W
want to bring your kitchen home today.

You’ve chosen the basics,
now let’s add the rest
Pick your oven

Pick your sink

Pick your hob

Pick your tap

Pick your hood

Pick your storage

10 Fine-tune Your Kitchen

Fine-tune Your Kitchen 11

Manufacturer
Guarantee

Dakota

10 years on Cabinets*
5 years on Doors**

A simple yet effectively designed
kitchen. The understated design
allows you to tailor the look of your
kitchen to your individual style.
Dakota is extremely practical and
offers outstanding value.

GET THE LOOK
WORKTOP Noisetier Wood Effect 3m x 38mm 141385 HOB
Zanussi Gas Hob 401433 OVEN Zanussi Fan Oven 401373
HOOD Zanussi Chimney Hood 401222 SINK Horizon Single
Bowl Reversible Sink 138864 TAP Franke Athena Tap 141557.

L-SHAPED KITCHEN
Image shown is an L-Shaped Kitchen. All ranges available to
all kitchen plans.

C

A

B

Simple & stylish

12 Kitchen Ranges Dakota

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Kitchen Ranges Dakota 13

Manufacturer
Guarantee

Oakmont

10 years on Cabinets*
5 years on Doors**

Oakmont is a clean, contemporary
and sleek oak style kitchen. The finish
is hardwearing and durable, perfect for
the busy family kitchen.

GET THE LOOK
WORKTOP Dapple Slate 3m x 38mm 141387 OVEN Zanussi
Conventional Oven 401289 SINK Modo Single Bowl 138865
TAP Mono Mixer 207011.

SINGLE LINE KITCHEN
Image shown is a Single Line Kitchen. All ranges available
to all kitchen plans.

C

B

A

Contemporary & sleek

14 Kitchen Ranges Oakmont

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Kitchen Ranges Oakmont 15

Manufacturer
Guarantee

Ohio

10 years on Cabinets*
5 years on Doors**

Ohio is a versatile kitchen that can be
dressed in both a modern or classic
style. With matching accessories, Ohio
creates a light and fresh living space.

L-SHAPED KITCHEN
Image shown is an L-Shaped Kitchen. All ranges available to
all kitchen plans.

C

A

B

GET THE LOOK
WORKTOP Matt Black 3m x 38mm 141388 HOB Zanussi Electric Hob 401403 OVEN Zanussi Conventional Oven 401289 HOOD
Zanussi Chimney Hood 401222 SPLASHBACK Stainless Steel 60cm Splashback 709569 SINK Black Asterite 1½ Bowl Reversible
Sink 105875 TAP Curve Mono Mixer 207005 PAINT Dulux Moroccan Flame 107106.

16 Kitchen Ranges Ohio

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Kitchen Ranges Ohio 17

Manufacturer
Guarantee

Tulsa

10 years on Cabinets*
5 years on Doors**

Tulsa is a stunning shaker style
kitchen in classic oak finish. The
versatility of oak effect allows it to
work equally well with modern or
traditional accessories and decor.

L-SHAPED KITCHEN
Image shown is an L-Shaped Kitchen. All ranges available
to all kitchen plans.

C

A

B

GET THE LOOK
WORKTOP Black Slate Effect 161162 HOB Zanussi Electric Hob 401403 HOOD Zanussi Chimney Hood 401222
SPLASHBACK Stainless Steel 60cm Splashback 709569 SINK 1.5B Sink & Tap Pack 193150
TAP Nyos Mono Mixer 191329.

18 Kitchen Ranges Tulsa

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Kitchen Ranges Tulsa 19

Manufacturer
Guarantee

Orlando

10 years on Cabinets*
5 years on Doors**

White

Light, spacious and uncluttered,
the smooth and glossy Orlando
white kitchen boasts minimalism.
Combined with a stylish bar handle
this kitchen offers cutting edge
fashion at an affordable price.
GET THE LOOK
WORKTOP Black Slate Effect 161162 HOB Zanussi Electric
Hob 401403 OVEN Zanussi Fan Oven with Electronic
Timer 401373 HOOD Zanussi Chimney Hood 401222
SPLASHBACK Stainless Steel 60cm Splashback 709569
SINK 1½ Bowl Reversible Sink 193146 TAP Nyos Mono
Mixer 191329.

U-SHAPED KITCHEN
Image shown is a U-Shaped Kitchen. All ranges available
to all kitchen plans.

B
A

C

Light & spacious

20 Kitchen Ranges Orlando White

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Kitchen Ranges Orlando White 21

Manufacturer
Guarantee

Orlando

10 years on Cabinets*
5 years on Doors**

Cream

This high gloss contemporary
kitchen in cool cream is perfect
for the modern home. For those
demanding clean lines and urban
style, Orlando Cream is the answer.

GET THE LOOK
WORKTOP Solid Wood Natural Oak 3m x 26mm 119517
HOB Zanussi Ceramic Hob 401376 OVEN Zanussi Fan Oven
401373 HOOD 60cm Curved Glass Cooker Hood 112776
SINK Modo 1.5 Bowl 138866 TAP Spiralle Pull-Out Mono
Mixer 207004.

L-SHAPED KITCHEN
Image shown is an L-Shaped Kitchen. All ranges available to
all kitchen plans.

C

A

B

Contemporary & modern

22 Kitchen Ranges Orlando Cream

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Kitchen Ranges Orlando Cream 23

Manufacturer
Guarantee

Madison

10 years on Cabinets*
5 years on Doors**

White

The ultimate minimalist kitchen
featuring a sleek handleless design.
The high gloss finish is as practical
as it is stylish.

GET THE LOOK
WORKTOP Solid Wood Beech 3m x 28mm 193142 HOB
Zanussi Ceramic Hob 401376 OVEN Zanussi Fan Oven with
Electronic Timer 401373 HOOD Zanussi Chimney Hood
401222 SPLASHBACK Stainless Steel 60cm Splashback
709569 SINK Franke Galileo Single Bowl 141550 TAP Franke
Athena Tap 141557 TILING Purple Satin 10 x 10 Wall
Tile 213649.

U-SHAPED KITCHEN
Image shown is a U-Shaped Kitchen. All ranges available
to all kitchen plans.

B
A

C

Minimalist & stylish

24 Kitchen Ranges Madison White

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Kitchen Ranges Madison White 25

Manufacturer
Guarantee

Madison

10 years on Cabinets*
5 years on Doors**

Cream

The combination of high gloss
cream and handleless design
creates a truly stunning kitchen.
Light and airy, Madison Cream is
perfect for both small and
large spaces.
L-SHAPED KITCHEN
Image shown is an L-Shaped Kitchen. All ranges available
to all kitchen plans.

C

A

B

GET THE LOOK
WORKTOP Taurus Black Gloss 161181 HOB Zanussi Induction Plug & Play 139075 OVEN Zanussi Fan Oven 401334
HOOD Zanussi Chimney Hood 401222 SPLASHBACK Stainless Steel 60cm Splashback 709569 SINK Franke
Galileo Single Bowl 141550 TAP Franke Athena Tap 141557.

26 Kitchen Ranges Madison Cream

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Kitchen Ranges Madison Cream 27

Conventional Ovens
Our conventional ovens have roof and base heating for consistent top and
bottom browning, and variable elements that allow you to simultaneously
cook dishes at different temperatures.

Manufacturer
Guarantee
1 year on Ovens*
1 year on Hobs**

Zanussi Conventional Oven

Ovens

•	Energy efficiency rating ‘A’
•	Energy consumption 0.79kW
•	Full width variable grill
•	Variable top element for browning dishes
•	Variable bottom element for plate warming
•	Double glazed oven door with special heat reflective glass
•	Anti-tip oven shelf
•	Bright oven light
•	Grill pan and trivet
•	Easy clean interior
•	H:590 x W:594 x D:560mm
•	Min. aperture: H:593 x W:560 x D:550mm
•	Internal oven size: H:328 x W:408 x D:416mm
•	Usable volume 58 litres
•	Temperature indicator
• Stainless steel
401289

Zanussi brings you a range of beautiful designs that offers something for
everyone. Appliances are the heart of a kitchen, and at Wickes our Zanussi
range of appliances offer a great choice to complement all styles of kitchens
from modern to traditional. Zanussi appliances offer performance, reliability,
great value for money, and are available in-store.

Fan Ovens
Fan ovens offer faster heating and cooking, with a rotating rear fan that circulates heat quickly and evenly around the
oven. Faster heating combined with even and quicker cooking at lower temperatures ensures a more economical and
effective method of cooking.

Zanussi Fan Oven
•	Energy efficiency rating ‘A’
•	Energy consumption 0.79kW
•	Offset fan offering better cooking results in a short time
•	Full width variable grill
•	Defrost facility
•	Double glazed oven door with special heat reflective glass
•	2 anti-tip oven shelves
•	Bright oven light
•	Grill pan and trivet
•	H:590 x W:594 x D:560mm
•	Min. aperture: H:593 x W:560 x D:550mm
•	Internal oven size: H:328 x W:408 x D:401mm
•	Usable volume 56 litres
•	Temperature indicator
• Stainless steel
401334

Hobs

Wickes offer a great choice of
Zanussi hobs that are available
in a range of fuel types.

Electric

Gas

Ceramic

Induction

Speed of heat is the key with
these hobs, the clever design
has eliminated dirt traps, so
cleaning up couldn’t be easier.

We know how important
peace of mind is to you, that’s
why all of our gas hobs have
flame safety, meaning when
the flame goes out the gas
cuts off.

A hob that always cleans up
well? Easy. This ceramic hob
heats up fast and is made from
reinforced black glass.

Plug your induction hob into
any domestic plug socket.
Induction hobs use clever
technology to heat the food
and not the hob – the fastest
and most responsive hob.

Zanussi Electric Hob

Zanussi Gas Hob

Ceramic Hob

Induction Plug & Play Hob

•	4 Variable solid hotplates, including
2 rapid heat zones
•	Neon ‘hob on’ indicator light
•	Side controls
•	Min. aperture: H:30 x W:550 x
D:470mm
• Stainless steel
401403

Also available in FSD
(Flame Safety Device)
•	4 Burner gas hob with variable
size burners
•	Push button ignition
•	LPG conversion kit included
•	Side controls
•	Twin enamelled 4 finger
pan supports
•	Min. aperture: H:30 x W:550 x
D:470mm
• Stainless steel
401433

•	4 Cooking zones in 2 sizes
•	4 Rapid heat zones
•	Side controls
•	Residual heat indicator for safety
•	9 Temperature settings per zone
for flexibility
•	Min. aperture: H:43 x W:560 x
D:490mm
• Black
401376

•	Plug and Play means only 13amp
power supply required, fitted with
moulded plug
•	Electronic touch controls with
digital displays make selection
easier and offer a larger choice of
power levels and control
•	4 induction zones
•	Child safety control lock
•	Total connected load 3kWh
Product: H:55 x W:590 x D:520mm
Aperture: H:38 x W:560 x D:490mm
139075

Zanussi Fan Oven with Electronic Timer
•	Energy efficiency rating ‘A’
•	Unique offset fan offering great cooking results in a
shorter time
•	Full width variable grill
•	Defrost facility
•	Double glazed oven door with special heat reflective glass
•	Fully programmable timer
•	2 chrome oven shelves
•	Bright oven light
•	Grill pan and trivet
•	H:590 x W:594 x D:560mm
•	Min. aperture: H:593 x W:560 x D:550mm
•	Internal oven size: H:328 x W:408 x D:401mm
• Stainless steel
401373

28 Appliances

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.
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Manufacturer
Guarantee
1 year on Hoods*

Hoods

Cooker hoods quickly clear kitchens of strong cooking smells and can be a
prominent and attractive kitchen feature or can be discreetly integrated. Zanussi
cooker hoods are available in three types; traditional, integrated and chimney.

Traditional Cooker Hoods

Integrated Cooker Hoods

Stainless Steel Chimney Hoods

Traditional cooker hoods offer excellent
value for money and you can choose a
colour to match your oven and hob.

Integrated cooker hoods fit discreetly
behind a pull out door (see below) whilst
keeping the lines of your kitchen.

Stainless steel chimney hoods are used as
a stylish focal point in the kitchen and offer
exceptional performance.

Splashback
Stylish stainless steel splashback to complement
60cm stainless steel hobs and hoods.
•	Stainless steel finish
•	Easy to wipe clean
•	Min. aperture: H:699 x W:598mm
• Stainless steel
709569
Zanussi Traditional Hood

Zanussi Integrated Hood

Zanussi Chimney Hood

•	Visor hood with 3 extraction speeds
•	Paper grease filter
•	Suitable for extraction and re-circulation
•	Slider controls
•	Maximum extraction of 170m3/hr
•	1 x 40W hob light
•	Min. aperture: H:150 x W:598 x D:480mm
• White or stainless steel
401242/401248

•	Integrated hood with 3 extraction speeds
•	Paper grease filter
•	Suitable for extraction and re-circulation
•	Slider controls
•	Maximum extraction of 150m3/hr
•	Twin 40W hob lights
•	Min. aperture: H:350 x W:598 x D:270mm
401238

•	Chimney hood with 3 extraction speeds
•	2 Metal grease filter cassettes
•	2 Slider controls
•	Suitable for extraction and re-circulation
•	Maximum extraction of 400m3/hr
•	2 x 40W lamps
•	Min. aperture: H:750-1100 x W:599 x D:500mm
• Stainless steel
401222

Note: 600 x 385 door to be purchased separately

Cooker Hood Filters
Charcoal Filters remove odours and particles during recirculation mode through the cooker hood.

60cm Chimney Hood

60cm Curved Glass Cooker Hood

60cm Flat Glass Cooker Hood

•	3 Speed extractor fan
•	Dishwasher safe aluminium filter
•	Maximum extraction rate 375 m3/h
•	2 x 28W Halogen Bulb
•	For internal re-circulation (requires separate kit)
•	Can be vented externally
•	Weight: 9.40Kg
• Stainless steel
112774

•	Mechanical Push Buttons 3 Speed
•	Dishwasher safe aluminium filter
•	Maximum extraction rate 375 m3/h
•	2 x 20W Halogen Spot Light
•	For internal re-circulation (requires separate kit)
•	Can be vented externally
•	Weight: 19.80Kg
• Glass and stainless steel
112776

•	3 Speed extractor fan
•	Dishwasher safe aluminium filter
•	Maximum extraction rate 375 m3/h
•	2 x 20W Halogen Spot Light
•	For internal re-circulation (requires separate kit)
•	Can be vented externally
•	Weight: 18.75Kg
• Glass and stainless steel
112775

30 Appliances

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Cooker Hood Filter

Cooker Hood Filter

•	For product 112774 (web only)
119798

•	For product 112775 and 112776
119799
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Solid Wood

Manufacturer
Guarantee
1 year on Worktops*
1 year on Upstands**

Worktops

The worktop you choose can transform the look of
your kitchen. At Wickes, we have an extensive range
of colours and styles to choose from, all made from
the finest materials and built to last. We also have a
range of matching upstands available in-store.

Solid Beech

Solid Oak

•	28mm x 3m
193142
Upstand 141393

•	26mm x 3m
119517
Upstand 119565

Upstands

Upstands are hygienic and produce an attractive neat
finish between the worktop and the wall. They are
available to match our range of worktops.

Laminate

Noisetier
Wood Effect

Blocked Oak
Woodgrain Effect

•	38mm x 3m
141385
Upstand 141386

•	38mm x 3m
213454
Upstand 213455

Caribbean Gloss
•	38mm x 3m
193104
Upstand 193112

Taurus
Black Gloss

Black
Slate Effect

Cherry
Block Effect †

•	38mm x 3m
161181
Upstand 191319

•	38mm x 3m
161162
Upstand 161175

•	38mm x 3m
161184
Upstand 191322

Dapple
Slate

Matt Black

•	28mm x 2m
193110
Upstand 302876
Available in 3m – 141387

32 Worktops, Upstands & Accessories

Cherry Block Effect

Taurus Black Gloss

Caribbean Gloss

Solid Oak

•	28mm x 2m
213452
Upstand 213453
Available in 3m – 141389

Available in selected stores only.

†

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.
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Worktop
Accessories

Manufacturer
Guarantee
10 years on Stainless Steel
and Asterite Sinks*
5 years on Ceramic Sinks**

To ensure a professional quality finish you will need trims and ColorFill to complete your worktop fitting.

Worktop Trims
Using aluminium worktop trims ensures that your worktop joints and ends are protected and kept tidy.

Corner Trim

Straight Corner Trim

Worktop End Cover Trim

Available in:
Silver Effect 28 x 630mm – 310505
Black 28 x 630mm – 141390
Matt Silver 38 x 630mm – 161171
Black 38 x 630mm – 161169

Available in:
Matt Silver 28 x 630mm – 310510
Black 28 x 630mm – 141392
Matt Silver 38 x 630mm – 310037
Black 38 x 630mm – 160780

Available in:
Matt Silver 28 x 630mm – 310500
Black 28 x 630mm – 141391
Matt Silver 38 x 630mm – 161172
Black 38 x 630mm – 161170

Sinks
Stainless Steel

Asterite

Ceramic

Offers long lasting corrosion resistance
with a modern look.

Contains natural quartz particles,
providing extreme durability and
performance.

Premium fireclay white high gloss finish.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

ColorFill is designed to work as a worktop joint sealant and repair
chips and scratches in worktops, available in 8 colours you are
sure to find the match for your worktop. ColorFill is an adhesive
and sealant in one and should not be mixed or combined with any
other material. Please refer to the packaging for full instructions.
Worktop Joint Sealant

Our range of sinks come in a wide choice of sizes, designs and materials, whether
you need a utility sink or a ceramic farmhouse, you will find a sink to suit your style
and budget.

Repairs Chips & Scratches to Worktops
Low scratch resistance
High thermal shock resistance
Medium stain resistance
High heat resistance
Medium impact resistance

Medium scratch resistance
High thermal shock resistance
High stain resistance
Medium heat resistance
High impact resistance

High scratch resistance
Medium thermal shock resistance
High stain resistance
Medium heat resistance
Low impact resistance

Stainless Steel Sinks
Step 1:

Step 2:

Apply the ColorFill to the top and
bottom edge of the joint.

Close the joint quickly, allow the two
sides to align fully and tighten bolts.

Step 3:
Remove any surplus ColorFill using a tissue moistened with the colorfill solvent
and the result is a clean hygienic, waterproof joint that is almost invisible.

34 Worktops, Upstands & Accessories

Step 1:

Step 2:

Place the blade containing the
ColorFill behind the damaged area
filling the chip / scratch. Two or three
applications may be necessary.

Wipe around the area with a tissue
moistened with the ColorFill solvent,
leave to set for two hours and the result
is a smooth almost invisible finish.

Black Granite – 193096
Diamond Black – 193097
Tawny Blush – 193098
Sarum Grey – 193099

Stone Rose – 193100
Light Brown – 193101
Polar White – 193103
Andorra – 206997

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Spacesaver Single Bowl Reversible Sink

Single Bowl Sink

Single Round Bowl Reversible Sink

•	Satin finish
•	Reversible allowing for left or right hand drainer
•	Min. aperture: L:860 x W:435mm
•	Perfect for the compact kitchen or utility room
•	Complete with waste and overflow
193094

•	Satin finish
•	Available in left or right hand drainer
•	2 Tap holes
•	Min. aperture: L:935 x W:485mm
•	Sink waste and overflow required
141534 LHD
141535 RHD

•	Polished finish
•	Reversible allowing for left or right hand drainer
•	Min. aperture: L:895 x W:480mm
•	Complete with waste and overflow
193145

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.
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Manufacturer
Guarantee

Stainless Steel Sinks

5 years on parts*
1 year on finish**

Single Bowl Reversible Sink Pack

1½ Bowl Reversible Sink Pack

1½ Bowl Reversible Sink

•	Satin finish
•	Reversible allowing for left or right hand drainer
•	Min. aperture: L:965 x W:500mm
•	Complete with chrome single lever tap, waste
and overflow
193149

•	Satin finish
•	Reversible allowing for left or right hand drainer
•	Min. aperture: L:965 x W:500mm
•	Complete with chrome single lever tap, waste
and overflow
193150

•	Satin finish
•	Reversible allowing for left or right hand drainer
•	Min. aperture: L:965 x W:500mm
•	Complete with waste and pipework
141564

Horizon Single Bowl Reversible Sink

Modo Single Bowl Reversible Sink

Modo 1½ Bowl Reversible Sink

•	Reversible allowing for left or right hand drainer
•	L:965 x W:500 x D:155mm
•	Fits 500mm base units
•	Includes waste and overflow required
138864

•	Reversible allowing for left or right hand drainer
•	L:965 x W:500 x D:171mm
• 3 ribbed drainer for rigidity
•	Fits 500mm base units
•	Includes waste and overflow required
138865

•	Reversible allowing for left or right hand drainer
•	L:965 x W:500 x D:155mm
• 3 ribbed drainer for rigidity
•	Fits 600mm base units
•	Includes waste and overflow required
138866

Galileo
Bowl Sink
Stainless steel construction with silk finish
Stylish contemporary design

Asterite Sinks

Black Asterite 1½ Bowl Reversible Sink

Black Asterite Single Oval Reversible Sink

•	Heat resistant to 200˚C
•	Reversible allowing for left or right hand drainer
•	Min. aperture: L:980 x W:510mm
•	Complete with waste and overflow
105875

•	Heat resistant to 200˚C
•	Min. aperture: L:766 x W:456mm
•	Complete with waste and overflow
206994

Ceramic Sinks
White 1½ Bowl Ceramic Farmhouse Sink
•	Reversible allowing for left or right hand drainer
•	Min. aperture: L:970 x W:520 x D:168mm
•	Complete with wastes and pipework
206993

36 Sinks

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Franke Galileo Single Bowl Sink

Franke Galileo 1½ Bowl Sink

• Reversible Drainer
• 50 Year Guarantee against manufacturing defects
• Sink Dimensions 860 x 510mm
• Main Bowl Size 340 x 430 x 160 (deep)mm
141550

• Reversible Drainer
• 50 Year Guarantee against manufacturing defects
• Sink Dimensions 1000 x 510mm
• Main Bowl Size 340 x 430 x 160 (deep)mm
• Small Bowl Size 172 x 320 x 90 (deep)mm
141553

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.
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Guarantee
5 years on Parts*
1 year on Finish**

Franke of Switzerland is the world's
foremost manufacturer in the area
of kitchen sinks and taps. They are
renowned for their commitment
to quality, always using the finest
materials, as well as their unmistakeable
flair for design.
All Franke sinks are guaranteed for 50 years against
manufacturing defects and Franke taps come with
a 5 year (parts) and 1 year (finish) guarantee against
manufacturing defects too.

Franke Athena Tap
Suitable for both high and low pressure
system, Twin lever Control, Quarter Turn
Ceramic Disc Valves.
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We have a superb
choice of state-of-the-art
new sink designs which
offer a wide range of
durable materials,
shapes and sizes.

Franke Zurich Tap
Ergonomic Design,
Chrome Finish, suitable
for both high and low
pressure system, Twin
lever Control, Quarter Turn
Ceramic Disc Valves

141557

141556
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* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

** This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Elegant
design
lends
itself
to a
variety
of sink
styles.
Taps 39

Manufacturer
Guarantee

Monobloc Mixers

Taps
ECO

10 years on Taps*
Our range of
traditional and
contemporary
taps have been
specifically selected
to coordinate with
our sink range.

LP

CLICK

Trade Mono Mixer

HP LP

Modena Mono Mixer

HP LP

•	Compression valve operation for a controlled
water flow
• Chrome finish • White
410156/160801

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life water
tight seal
• Chrome finish T143
207013

Cosa Mono Mixer

Angara Mono Mixer

HP

ECO Click

Low Pressure Systems

High Pressure Systems

Some of our taps feature an eco click
2 stage flow control function to reduce
water wastage.

Taps suitable for low pressure
water systems.

Taps suitable for high pressure
water systems.

HP LP

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life water
tight seal
•	Chrome finish T41
417800

HP LP

Toba Mono Mixer

HP LP

•	Compression valve operation for a controlled
water flow
• Chrome finish T48
410710

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life water
tight seal
• Chrome finish T134
207006

Amira Mono Mixer

Nyos Mono Mixer

Pillar Taps

Siena Mono Mixer

HP LP

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life water
tight seal
• Chrome finish T142
207012

Trade Pillar Taps

Trade Plus Pillar Taps

HP LP

•	Compression valve operation for a controlled
water flow
• Chrome finish
410150

HP LP

•	Compression valve operation for a controlled
water flow
• Chrome finish
417804

Modena Pillar Taps

HP LP

HP LP

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life water
tight seal
• Chrome finish T82
161156

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life water
tight seal
• Chrome finish T107
191329

Clear Mono Mixer

Curve Mono Mixer

HP LP

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life water
tight seal
• Chrome finish T53
410714

Single Lever

Deck Taps
ECO
CLICK

Trade Deck Mixer

HP LP

•	Compression valve operation for
a controlled water flow
• Chrome finish
410154
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Modena Deck Mixer

HP LP

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life
water tight seal
• Chrome finish
410715

* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Messina Mono Mixer
•	Brushed nickel finish T45
• Chrome finish T44
417803/410705

While stocks last.

HP

HP

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life water
tight seal
• Chrome finish T140
• Satin finish T141
207011/207014

HP

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life water
tight seal
• Chrome finish T133
207005
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Pull-Out Taps

Bridge Taps
Filter Taps
Water Filter & Tap

Spiralle Pull-Out Mono
Mixer HP
•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life
water tight seal
• Chrome finish T132
207004

Seattle Bridge Mixer

HP LP

•	Ceramic disc valve for a longer life
water tight seal
• Chrome finish T137
207009

•	On tap convenience
•	Complete with instructions and fitting kit
•	Free reminder service every six months
•	Quick and easy to fit, no need to cut off water
mains when installing
•	Lifetime manufacturers guarantee
193143

BRITA Filter Taps
®

From the leading brand in water filtration, delivering
BRITA filtered water straight from the tap.

Storage
Solutions

We offer an all-encompassing kitchen accessory range to let you tailor the design of
your kitchen to suit your lifestyle. From intelligent storage solutions to innovative design
features, there really is something for everyone.

Torlan ‘All-in-One’ Tap
• Separate lever for BRITA filtered water
•	Tap Spout Nozzle combines unfiltered hot and
cold water with integrated nozzle
•	Less limescale, more flavour, better tasting tea
and coffee
• Audible buzzer cartridge exchange indicator
• Easy change cartridge system
•	Free of charge installation voucher in every box
with a unique voucher code. Proof of purchase is
required when the installer visits
114023

Water Solutions

Nuvola Pull-Out

Revolving Carousel

Larder Pull-Out

Storage Baskets

•	For easy access to corner
cupboards
• Fits a 1000mm base unit
•	Left hand and right hand options
available
139065 – left hand
139066 – right hand

•	For easy access to corner
cupboards
• Fits a 925mm base unit
• Can be fitted to bottom or top shelf
139067

•	Easy Access pull-out larder
unit to fit 600mm unit
•	Telescopic fittings to allow height
adjustments
139069

• 2 x Wire Pullout Storage Baskets
• To fit 500mm base
159070

Under Sink Pull-Out

Soft Close Buffers for
Kitchens – Pack of 5

Double Bin

Door Mounted Bin

• Pullout Double Bin with lids
• Fits into a 400mm base unit
139068

• Attaches to back of a door
139073

Manufacturer

Guarantee

10 years on Taps*
2 years on BRITA Taps*
• 2 Tier wire storage
• 300mm wide
• Fits all sizes of base unit
139072

Water Softener

Replacement Cartridges

BRITA Replacement Cartridges

•	Easy to install
•	Improves cleaning quality
•	Prevents scale formation
•	Lowers servicing costs
•	Fully automatic timer controlled
421700

•	Purifies water by removing bad tastes and
odours from domestic water supplies and
reducing chlorine
410327

•	This space saving and compact cartridge can fit
neatly horizontally or vertically under the sink
• Allows a quick and easy exchange
•	Cartridges are recyclable
•	Delivers BRITA filtered water for up to 6 months
114024
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* This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

The ‘Soft Close’ mechanism gently
slows the pace of closing doors and
softly rests them back into position
for a quality feel, reducing the
chance of trapped fingers and
movement of contents.
145425

Cutlery Insert
• To fit 500mm drawer unit
139074

Towel Rail
• Extending Towel Rail
• 2 holders
139071
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Our cabinet
design makes
fitting easy
Cam and dowel construction
for easy assembly.

Adjustable legs for simple
installation on uneven floor.

Substantial service void at
the rear of base units for
your plumbing and pipework
requirements.

Soft close buffers available
as an upgrade for doors
and drawers.

Base units

Wall units

400mm
Wall Unit
H:735 x W:400
x D:307mm

300mm
Wall Unit
H:735 x W:400
x D:307mm

500mm
Wall Unit
H:735 x W:500
x D:307mm

Matching end panels

Y

Z

400mm Base Unit
H:875 x W:400
x D:570mm

500mm Base Unit
H:875 x W:500
x D:570mm

600mm Base Unit
H:875 x W:600
x D:570mm

Wall Unit
Decor X

1000mm Base Unit
H:875 x W:1000
x D:570mm

Base End
Decor Y

Tall End
Decor Z

Large pan drawer unit
300mm Drawer Unit
H:875 x W:300
x D:570mm

500mm Drawer Unit
H:875 x W:500
x D:570mm

900mm Pan
Drawer Unit
H:875 x W:900
x D:570mm

All heights include plinth height
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925mm L-Corner
Base Unit
H:875 x W:925
x D:925mm

1000mm Corner
Base Unit
H:875 x W:1000
x D:570mm

1000mm
Wall Unit
H:735 x W:1000
x D:307mm

A

Larder
3 boxes:
600mm
Door A
Door B

Wine rack

C

D

900mm
Bridging Unit
H:363 x W:900
x D:307mm

B

C

A

Single Oven
4 boxes:
600mm
Door B
Door C
Infill

H:735 x W:150
x D:307mm

B

Double Oven
4 boxes:
600mm
Door C
Door D
Infill

Fridge
3 boxes:
600mm
Door A
Door B

Appliance doors
A

Under Oven
Housing Unit
H:875 x W:600
x D:307mm
2 boxes:
900mm
Drawers

600mm
Bridging Unit
H:363 x W:600
x D:307mm

600mm Corner
Wall Unit
H:735 x W:600
x D:307mm

Tall larder & appliance units

B

X

300mm Base Unit
H:875 x W:300
x D:570mm

600mm
Wall Unit
H:735 x W:600
x D:307mm

B

Door A H:1319mm
Door B H:731mm

C

D

Door C H:584mm
Door D H:437mm
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Finishing touches

Wickes have a great new range of tiles, flooring and accessories
available to help you complete the look for your new kitchen.
Paint
Our Colour @ Home Kitchen paints
are specifically formulated for the
busiest room in the house. They
are highly resistant to moisture and
can be wiped clean, making them
perfect for areas susceptible to
grease stains and other everyday
marks. And with such a large
choice, you are sure to cook up
the perfect colour scheme.

Wickes Kitchen Matt Emulsion
Hope’s Sapling
121942

Tiles
The tiles you choose can transform the whole look and feel of
your kitchen. Whether you want to simply refresh your room, or
a complete transformation; our extensive range of wall and floor
tiles can help you achieve it.

Brick Bevelled Edge
Beige Ceramic Wall Tile
 ize: 10 x 20cm
S
Pack quantity: 50
Pack coverage: 1m2
221117

Flooring

Decorative Switches
Our range of decorative USB
switches mean that you can have
that all-important functionality
in your new kitchen, without
compromising on style.
Polished Chrome 13 Amp Twin
Switched socket with 2x USB ports
132024

We have some great flooring options that will complement any
room in your home. To be sure that your flooring choice is suitable
in your new kitchen, look for the icons used on our packaging.

Madera Light Hickory Laminate
 ack of 7 covers covers 1.73m2
P
138659

Matching accessories also available:
Madera Light Hickory Flooring Trim
139023

Madera Light Hickory T-Bar
139002
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Visit your nearest store
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